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An Attempt to Silence Public Interest Lawyers?
by Damien Schiff
Staff Writer
The Institute for Law and Philosophy presented this November 8th
a lecture titled, "Taking Out the Adversary: The Assault on
Progressive Public Interest Lawyers." The ta).k was given by ·
Professor David Lu ban of Georgetown School of Law. Professor
Luban is an accomplished scholar and writer in the fields of legal
ethics, law and philosophy,.and social justice. He received his B.A.
from the University of Chicago, and his M.A., M. Phil., and Ph. D.
from Yale. Having been trained in an atmosphere not merely legal,
Professor Luban brought a different perspective to bear on the role of
the adversary system in American law.
The lecture was a critique of "silencing doctrines" used by politically motivated parties to defeat certain progressive ideas through the
adversary system, but defeating these ideas without having to address
their substance. Lu ban advocated that this is a violation of the common law maxim audi alteram partem (hear the other side). Silencing
doctrines defeat the other side not by argument, said Luban, but by
cutting out fundi ng for the other side's lawyers, and therefore are not
legitimate tactics in a fair adversary system.
Luban offered four examples of the pernicious effects of silencing

doctrines on the American legal system, one of which concerned the
Interest on Lawyers' Trust Accounts Program (IOLTA). IOLTA allows
the interest that accumulates from a client's money, held by the lawyer
during the representation, to be given to the Legal Services
Corporation, a federal organization that represents indigent clients in
civil matters. The interest is paid over only when it is small enough
such that, were it to be returned to the client, the cost of the transaction itself would eat up whatever interest money there was to begin
with. Luban related how several groups protested against IOLTA on
the grounds that it constituted an uncompensated talcing under the
Fifth Amendment. The Supreme Court agreed, upholding the common law notion that, for ownership, interest follows the .principal.
The Court's acceptance of the takings argument, Lu ban claimed,
amounted to an endorsement of the "spite right" as an important stick
among the bundle malcing up the legal concept of property in AngloAmerican law. Following the Court's reasoning, the professor argued
that, because the client is no worse off financially after IOLTA has
take.n his interest than before, the only property use the Court's decision ended up protecting was _the client's ability to deny an indigent's
beneficial use of money which the cl ient himself could not use; in
essence, the law will permit one to destroy one's own property rather
than to allow another's good use of it. With IOLTA's funding thus
SEE SILENCE, page 8

USD Hosts National Criminal Procedure Moot Court Tournament
by Nicole Saunders
Staff Writer
In the real world cases are often won or lost on
appeal, and a successful appeal depends up.on the oral
advocacy skills of counsel. On October 26th, USD
was home to some of the best student oralists in the
country, as it hosted the finals of its 14th annual
National Criminal Procedure Moot Court Tournament.
This tournament has grown to be one of the largest
moot court competitions in the country, and it is the
largest focusing on the area of criminal procedure.
Participants in the competition are given the opportunity to argue challenging and timely issues of criminal
procedure in a realistic appellate environment, fielding
inquiries from some of the most experienced and
knowledgeable members of the bench and bar.
This year's tournam~nt drew thirty teams from
twenty-one law schools around the country. They
began preparing for the competition in August, first
submitting a brief in support of their side and then
preparing for oral arguments, which took place at USD
from October 24-26. In addition to the day's competition activities, the Moot Court Board tried to provide an
opportunity for participants to get to know San Diego
(and their fellow team mates) through post-competition
activities .at some of San Diego's most popular
nightspots in the Gaslamp Quarter.
Presiding over the competition this year was U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals Judge H. Lee Sarokin (Ret.),
who now serves as Distinguished Jurist in Residence at
USD and advisor of the Moot Court program. He was
joined by California Supreme Court Justice Ming
William Chin and U.S. District Court Judge Thomas
Whalen.
This year's competitors argued a fictitious case, fittingly enough, focusing on the constitutionality of a
·checkpoint roadblock set up to protect a 9111 monument from potential terrorist attack. The case focused
on the search of an individual Bob Sharma, stopped for
.. fitting a certain profile and for acting suspiciously, and

the discovery of drugs and materials related to the monument within his vehicle. The subsequent search and
<. seizure of computer files within his home garnered evidence not only related to terrorist alliance bi.It child
pornography. The individual was charged aild convicted
with intent to commit terrorist acts, possession of child
pornography and possession of a controlled substance.
Appellant Sharma was represented by Southern
Methodist Un'iversity (Team 117: Rod Cox, Holly
Engelmann and Cara McNeese). In an unusual twist,
Southern Methodist University (Team 118: Delena
Choong, Roshanalc Khosravi and Barnett Walker) also
represented Respondent City of Williams. According to
Rod Cox, this team might share school ties but they are
highly competitive when it comes to their moot court
duties. They even joked, prior to the competition, of
seeing each other at the finals. He quite humbly admitted.thatthey really didn't expect to get to the semifinals
this year, with the fine group of competitors they were
up against.
At the end of the tournament, the Appellate Moot
Court board hosted a gala reception in the USD Faculty
.Dining Room at the Hahn University Center.
Pat;.ticipants had a chance to mingle with each other and
with the justices while awaiting the results of the competition. Some of the presiding justices also had a
chance to spealc to competition participants and coordinators about their views of program and this year's
competition. Judge Sarokin was quick to point out that
programs like this are not just an "academic exercise,"
the oral advocacy that evening being "as good as [he
had] heard in the real world." Justice Chin mirrored
that sentiment, stating that the oral arguments of the
participants were "sometimes better than those that
have appeared in the California Supreme Court." He
complimented both USD's prograin and the participants, speaking to the need "for top· quality advocacy in
our legal system."
But soon it was time for the results. Overall,
Southern Methodist University Team # 118 beat out
Southern Methodist University Team # 11 7, in what was

described as a very close competition. 3rd place overall
went to University of Cal ifornia, Hastings College of
Law (Team # 115) and fourth place overall was awarded
to South Texas College of Law (Team # 104). For Best
Briefs, 1st place Petitioner was awarded to Fordham
University and 1st Place Respondent was awarded to
Southern Methodist University (Team 117). Pepperdine
University (Team 111 ) and University of LaVerne
(Team 125) tied for their 2nd Place Petitioner_Briefs·
an~ SMU {Team 118) won for best Respondent Brief.
In the category of Best Oralists, first place went to
Andrew Knopf of Stetson University. 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th place winners were respectively: Michael
Neaderbaomer (University o.f La Verne), Melissa
Mitchell (Thomas M. Cooley), Iain Cunningham (U.C.
Hastings) and Eric Camiling (Whittier Law School).
The next competition open to students this year is
the Spring Moot Court Honors Competition (MCHC),
which will involve a constitutional law question currently before the Supreme Court. Student participants
will attend four one-hour long lectures to hone their
writing and oral advocacy skills, with competition spanning three nights. U:SD is fortunate to have secured
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas as a final
round judge for competition.
As the Honors Competition incorporates class time
and one unit of credit, students who wish to participate
must register for the competition, just like any other
class, when creating the Spring schedule. In order to
qualify for membership on the 2003-2004 Executive
Board you must have participated in at least two USD
intramural moot court tournaments the preceding year.
The MCHC is the only intramural tournament during
the Spring Semester.
All upper division law students interested in appellate advocacy are strongly encouraged to contact the
moot court board regarding upcoming competitions.
The Moot Court Board Office (WH-1 25) is located in
Warren Hall on the first floor next to the lawyering
skills offices. You can reach them at 619-260-4530 or
mcourt@sandiego.edu.
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The -·D ea n ' s Corner
From the Dean's Corner:
As th.e holiday season approaches, the Law School is grateful for
the daily efforts of faculty, students, and staff, which make this such a
special place. In addition, we acknowledge the significant support of
Dr. B¢ara Yates to establish the Jane Ellen Bergman Memorial
Lectureship in Women, Children, and Human Rights. This Lecture
Series will begin with the next academic year, Thanks also to
Professor Michael Devitt, for his numerous efforts inside and outside
of the classroom, who bas pledged his support to establish a permanent endowment to support our Moot Court Honors competition.
Finally, we are pleased to report an increase in the funding for our
low-income taxpayer clinic in 2003. While other similar taxpayer
clinics around the country report a decrease in funding on the average
· of 30% for next year, we received a $5,000 increase from last year for
our program. Thanks to all those involved, and particularly Susan
Quinn, for developing a first-rate program and for tenaciously seeking
resources for its successful operation.
As classes wind down, papers are written, and exams begin, here
is a glimpse into what the spring semester
has to offer:
"Sentencing and Beyond" on January
25, 2003 on the USO campus. This daylong seminar, supported by a grant from
Community Defenders, Inc., will present
sentencing nuggets to help you be a better
advocate at sentencing. E_xpert panelists
will provide insight into preserving sentencing issues on appeal, alternative sentencing, sex offense sentencing, computing
time credits, CRC criteria and program,
prison classification, and community programs. Conquering the drug problem will.
also be addressed. For additional infonnation, watch your mailboxes or please contact Professor Laura Berend.

Nathanson Lecture: Victor G. Rosenblum, Nathaniel L.Nathanson
Professor of Law Emeritus, Northwestern University School of Law,
will be the distinguished speaker at the 19th lecture in the Nathaniel
L. Nathanson Memorial Lecture Series in Feb~ary. Professor
Rosenblum, who came to Northwestern in 1958 as an associate professor of political science, has taught as a visiting professor at
Peoples' University in China, at the University of Louvain in
Belgium, and at numerous U.S. law schools. He has chaired the
American Bar Association's section of administrative law and regulatory practice and has served as president of the Association of
American Law Schools and a board member of the Law School
Admissions Council. He received his A.B. and LLB. from Columbia
University, and a Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley.
St:lected publications include: "Surveying the Current Legal
Landscape for Affirmative Action in Admissions," 27 Journal of
College and University Law 709 (200 I); Making of a Public
Profession (with F. Zemans), American Bar Foundation;
Constitutional Law: Political Roles of the Supreme Court (with
Castberg), Dorsey Press; and Law As a Political Instrument, Random
House.
The Moot Court Honors Competition
will take place during March, with Final
Rounds sched_uled for Tuesday, March 18 at
the Auditorium of the Kroc Institute for
Peace & Justice. The Honorable Clarence
Thomas, Associate Justice of the United
States Supreme Court, will be the presiding
judge for this special event.
I wish you all the best of luck on your
finaJ exams, and extend warm wishes for a
happy and heaJthy holiday season and a
Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez

AD!\'IINISTRATIVE
I

REVIEW
Carrie Wilson
Dean of Student Affairs

For.Infonnation, please call 619260-4600 ext 4343 or email
motions@sandiego.edu
Disclaimer: The c.ontents of this
newspaper do not reflect the views
or opinions of the University of
San Diego School of Law, the
University of San Diego, the
University of San Diego School of
Law News Organization, or the
Editors, Directors or Staff of this
newspaper and are solely the products of the authors in their individual capacities. Unsigned editorials
reflect only the view of the
Editorial Board of this newspaper,
a Student Organization consistent
with University of San Diego
School of Law policies.
MOTIONS welcomes all letters,
guest columns, complaints and
commentaries. All submissions
must be signed and include daytime and evening phone numbers.
We do not monetarily compensate
·• contributing writers. We reserve
the right to edit for content, length
and style.:

Federalist Society .H osts a .Debate On
Environmental Protection v. Property Rights
by Michael Strickland
Staff Writer
Are property rights opposed to environmental pro~ection?
That was the question argued during an October 22 debate in
the Gr~ce Courtroom, hosted by the USD Federalist Society,
where the Cato lnstitute's Dr. Roger Pilon faced off against Sierra
Club executive committee member and retire<:! USD professor
Robert Simmons.
The debate followed ideological lines, with Simmons proclaim~g the urgency of environmental protection and Pilon .
defending the rights of property owners against governmental
intrusion.
Simmons, a key figure in the recent string of lawsuits opposing the Padres ballpark project, warned that "this Earth of ours is
in dire straits." He quoted findings of a recent United Nations
report that more than 1,000 species of animals and plants had
gone extinct over the last 40 years. He declared that such data
should make society recognize the importance of environmental
protection.
Drawing on historical analogy, Simmons referenced the conflict between Galileo and Pope Leo IX. The former, who argued
unsuccessfully that the Earth was not the center of the universe,
believed Jaws were subject to evoluti~n. Contending that environmental protection calls for a similar evolution of law, Simmons
concluded by urging the audience to ask themselves whose s ide
they wanted to be on: Galileo's or Pope Leo's.
As the founder of the Cato lnstitute's Center for Constitutional
Studies, Pilon approached the issue in decidedly constitutional

terms when he took the podium. He contrasted the characteristics
of the state's police power with the authority of eminent domain,
claiming that compensation was required "when [the state] takes
something that is owned free and clear." ·With regard to the
debate's central question, he asserted that property rights are the
best way to protect the environment. The so-called "bundle of
rights" held by _propertY, owners does not include such "bogus
rights" as, for instance, the right to pollute; thus, there is no fundamental conflict between property rights and environmental protection.
In closing, he pointed out the irony in the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation's efforts to protect the "viewshed" of Monticello by
instituting legislation to hinder property development in the surrounding areas. In seeking to limit the rights of local property
owners, commented Pilon, the F.oundation was essentially pursuing actions contrary to Thomas Jefferson's "views" to protect his
"view."
While the two debaters both presented compelling arguments
for their positions, the question of whether property rights oppose
environmentaJ protection remained, as Simmons said, "rife with
ambiguity." As environmental protection continues to gain public
support and property owners consequently face increasing governmental regulation, the question will continue to be a controversial
one.
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.University Ministry
...
- Founders Chapel Masses
Wednesdays
9:00 PM
Sundays
7:00 and 9:00 PM
Weekdays
Monday - Friday, 12: 10 p.m. (When classes are in session)
- St. ,Vincent de Paul Dining Room
On Tuesdays and Thursdays students head out in a USD van on a 15 minute drive to St. Vincent de Paul/Joan Kroc Center to help serve some 1,000 meals to
homeless men, women, and children. Trips are made during mid-day "dead hours"(! I :00-1 :OOPM) for return to afternoon classes. Call University Ministry for signups (ext. 4735).
- Alumni Mass. Saturday, December 7th at 6:30 PM in the Immaculata. All are welcome!
- Masses to celebrate Our Lady of Guadalupe. Sunday, December 8th in the University Center Forum AIB at 7 PM. All are welcome!
And Thursday, December 12th, at Noon, meet for the mariachi procession from the University Center to Founders Chapel for Mass. Todos estan invitados!
Everyone is welcome!
·
- Mid-Year Graduation Mass. Thursday, December 19th at 3 PM in Founders Chapel. Come celebrate this joyous occasion with·the graduates!
'

- 20-30 Something retreat. For all Staff, Faculty, Administrators, Alumni and Graduate Stu'dents in their 20's-30's come enjoy a weekend exploring issues that
effect young adults. January 10-12, 2003 . The cost is only $10. The place will be Camp Sierra del Mar in Ramona, CA. For more information contact Lisa Directo
at x 7770 or to sign up call University Ministry at x 4735 .
'

- Silent Retreat. January 22-24, 2003 . Fr. J.J. O'Leary will facilitate this retreat, which offers you an opportunity to explore and deepen your relationship with God.
Join us for this 2 1/2 d<!-Y get away to touch base with God through prayer, reflection and music .. For more information contact Mary Kruer Sit x5903 or for sign ups
contact the office of University Ministry at x4735.
- The 10th annual All Faith Service will be on January 31st, at Noon in the Immaculata Parish on USD's campus. All are welcome!

University Ministers are trained r~ligious professionals-lay and ordained, men and women-who are available to serve the needs of students, faculty, and staff, especially when issues of fai th, relationships, or vocation may arise. ·

Remember that just talking to someone
can make a difference.
Feel free to contact a University Minister
whenever, but especially when:
You need to talk because ...
- You're worried about grades
- You're in conflict with roommates or friends
- You have a question about your sexual orientation
- You or someone you know is experiencing an unplanned pregnancy
- You have concerns about your family or friends
Your faith is challenged ...
- when you face the intellectual challenges of faith, or when someone causes you to examine
your OW!! beliefs. With all its choices, the new-found freedom of college life can be overwhelming.
You are ill...
- or when someone you know is ill, the opportunity to receive the Sacrament of the Sick or to
.
call on the prayer of the USD community can be powerful consolation.
- If there's a possibility that you're HIV+, or that someone you know is, talking in confidence
with a knowle~geable and compassionate University Minister can help.
You have questions about your sacramental life .. .
- if you are considering becoming a Catholic, or need preparation to receive the sacrament of
Baptism, Reconciliation, the Eucharist or Coi;ifirmation, University Ministry offers the Rite of
Christian Initiation for adults and Confirmation classes.
You have questions of Morality ...
- How do you choose between right and wrong? Facing complex ethical issues in the context of your
professional and personal life continues throug!tout your life.
You' re facing issues of death and dying ...
- If you are troubled by the death of a friend, parent or other family member, or if someone you
know is grieving, the issues of death and dying are challenging sources of sorrow.
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EDITORIAL
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Are Attorneys the Newest Target in the War on Terror?
_by Tom Ladegaard
Editor-in-Chief

tion."
Stewart admits to making the press release, but staunchly denies crossing
the line into providing material support to terrorists. At her arraignment in
In the ~ake of 9111 we all speculated about what is to become of our civil
front of a packed New York courtroom, Stewart pled "emphatically not
guilty.." She maintains that she has been a criminal defense attorney for 25
liberties . .I personally believed that the standards of probable cause and reasonable suspicion might be relaxed, that racial profiling would abound, and
years and that' she knows the bright line between defending her client and
that it would become easier to get search warrants and wiretaps. In short, I
joining the conspiracy.
was concerned about the 4th Amendment. Frankly, it never crossed my mind
I do not want my position to be misconstrued. It appears that she has
that the 6th Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel would also
knowingly violated the SAM. I question the judgment of someone who
become a constitutional casualty.
would convey such a message to the public. As we all learned in
On April 9th of this year defense counsel Lynne Stewart was indicted for
Constitutional Law, former CIA agents are not allowed to write on their expeconspiracy to provide material support and providing material sµpport to a ter- riences in the field because they might inadvertently reveal secrets that they
rorist organization, conspiracy to defraud the U.S., and making false stateknow nothing about. Likewise, the press release may have contained information that Stewart knew nothing about. Given that the message called for an
ments in violation of 18 U.S.C. section 1001. The charges arose from her
relationship with a client, Sheik Abdel Rahman; who was convicted and given end to a cease fire, it is implied that violence might result from the transmisa life sentence plus 65 years for his connection with the World Trade Center
sion of such a message. Moreover, I fail to see how conveying such a mesbombing in 1993. Rahman was involved with the Islamic Group (IG), an
sage is in furtherance of her client's.case. Stewart questions the constitutionEgyptian entity that has been designated as a terrorist organization. The U.S.
ality of the SAM in the first place.
Supreme Court has denied certiorari.
While I agree that it is a flagrant violation of the 1st Amendment to preOn November 18th the National Lawyers Guild hosted a presentation by
vent an attorney from conveying messages to the public (except when a gag
Stewart at California·Western School of Law, where she
.
order is in effect), an attorney's duties are not limited to the .
described her experiences in defending an unpopular client in
The result wzll be a client. The attorney also has a duty to society at large, and
a post-9/11 era. Stewart is currently fre·e on $500,000 bond. cowardly defense that is conveying such a message was simply irresponsible. My
. d b t b ·
point is that her actions were morally, not legally, wrong.
The Department of Justice has imposed Special
worrze a OU ezng
Having said that, I will now rush back to Stewart's
Administrative Measures (SAM) on the· Department of
prosecuted itself, rather defense . . Under our 4th Amendment jurisprudence, the govPrisons, which prevents lawyers from passing messages
between certain prisoners and third parties. Lawyers are
than vigorously defend- ernment cannotperform a wiretap without court approval; it
required to sign an affidavit that they will comply with SAM.
.
.
.
is a violation of privacy. Th.e government also cannot eavesmg the client. That lS drop on attorney-client communications. At the lecture
This now takes us to the heart of the issue- given that the
contents of the attorney-client relationship are confidential
not effective assistance Stewart discussed how her arrest is intended to have a chilland privileged, how will the government know that an attorl
ing effect on every criminal defense attorney- if you know
O counse ·
that the government will listen in on conversations with your
. ney has violated SAM? By eavesdropping on attorney-client
client, and if you do not want to have your practice ruined and your liberty
conversations! Did I omit the fact that the authority to wiretap is granted
·
taken away, you might not represent such a client in the first place.
without judicial review?
Stewart maintains that the lawyer's job does not end when appeals are
According to Stewart, that is exactly what the government wants. The result
exhausted, and that it is part of her ethical and professional responsibilities to
will be a cowardly defense that is worried about being prosecuted itself, rather
convey messages for clients. Given the restrictions imposed on prisoners,
than vigorously" defending the client. That is not effective assistance of counStewart maintains that the ability to convey information about the client's case sel.
is essential to protect the client's interests and rights. Rahman was only
Stewart plans on presenting a vigorous defense not just for her own sake,
allowed to communicate with his attorneys, and once a month with his wife,
but to prevent this from becoming dangerous precedent. She fears that ifthe
who lives in Egypt.
government can get away with it with her, then it can do the same to counsel
StewaD: issued a press release indicating that her client advocated the end
of any criminal, not just a terrorist. This hit home with me and one of my
,ofa cease-fire between Egypt and IG. It was because of this press release that fears immediately after 9/11. Suppose the government is conducting surveilthe government began monitoring communications between her and her
lance, looking for terrorists, and 4th Amendment standards have been accordclient. The indictment alleges that she and others "knowingly combined, con- ingly relaxed. What will the government do when regular criminals are
spired, and confederated and agreed together and with each other to knowing- caught in the net? I doubt it will throw them back into the sea. The result is
ly provide material support and resources ... to a foreign terrorist organizathat abrogation of constitutional rights for the sake of catching terrorists will
ti on." In furtherance of this conspiracy, it is alleged·that while a translator
affect all of us.
was conveying secret messages with Rahman, Stewart distracted prison
guards
Hypocrisy Abounds
After her arrest, Stewart was invited to Stanford School of Law to give a
"by making extraneous comments in English to mask the Arabic conversa-

if

SEE STEWART, page 8
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Ladegaard Fails to Factor Rule 5-200 in O'Reilly Editorial
by Michael Strickland
Staff Writer
At the risk of being called a "pontificating
moron," I felt compelled to respond to Tom
Ladegaard's op-ed piece in the last issue of
Motions ("Bill O'Reilly Fails to Factor the ·
Attorney's Role," October 2002). In defending
.David Westerfield's defense attorneys, Ladegaard
whitewashed news commentator Bill O'Reilly's
assertion that the men had acted unethically.
Last September, the Union-Tribune brol}e the
news that Westerfield's attorneys, Steven Feldman
and Robert Boyce, had tried to cut a plea-bargain
deal in which Westerfield would get a life sentence.
in exchange for leading prosecutors to Danielle
van Dam's body. Expressing outrage that the
lawyers knew their client was guilty before going
to trial, O'Reilly accused Feldman and Boyce of

misleading the jury and called for their disbarment.
Challenging O'Reilly's "infinite wisdom,"
Ladegaard attempted to show that Westerfield's
attorneys had acted within the duties of their role
as defense counsel. .
Ladegaard invoked some distinguished authorities in his argument. Indeed, it perhaps demonstrates hubris for a first-year law student to attempt
a rebuttal of an argument that makes reference to
the California Rules of Professional Conduct, the
opinion of a Supreme Court Justice and the Sixth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. But then
again, as Justice White was entitled to his opinion,
so I am allowed mine.
Rule 5-200 of the California Rules of
Profe~sional Conduct prohlbits an attorney from
employing means inconsistent with the truth or
misleading judge or jury "by an artifice or false
statement of fact or law." Applying th i.s rule to the

Westerfield defense, O'Reilly concluded that
Feldman and Boyce had violated it by suggesting
alternative scenarios that they knew were false.
In his editorial, Ladegaard contended that
O'Reilly failed ''.to Understand the difference
between lying and suggesting scenarios that could
have happened." A good point, perhaps, but
Ladegaard failed to follow the logic all the way
through. If Feldman and Boyce knew that
Westerfield had killed seven-year-old Danielle van
Dam, then it is axiomatic that they knew that any
alternative scenario they suggested could not have
happened-in other word~, was false. It appears
that Ladegaard fails to understand the parity of
lying and suggesting scenarios that one knows are
untrue.
It seems a reasonable corollary, then, to conclude that Fel&nan and Boyce violated Rule 5-200.
Using untruths to try to raise reasonable doubt in :
SEE O'REILLY JI, page 7
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Monthly Legal Drama Review:
Indictment
by Tom Ladegaard
Editor-in-Chief
In Manhattan Beach in the early 1980s an accusation of sexual abuse by a
child at a preschool erupted into a scandal that rocked the nation. After one
child made an accusation, 59 more followed, and five people were indicted,
including elderly teachers who had families, the oldest being 76. The stories
the children provided were shocking, ranging from "naked games," to animal
sacrifice, Satanism, and death threats.
Based on a true story, a dominant
theme of the film was media portrayal of
the charges, and h_ow the defendants wer_e
convicted in the minds of the public long
before the trial began. James Woods
played defense counsel Danny Davis, and
I have yet to see Woods in a role I dislike
him in. Woods portrayed a sleazy "bottom feeding" attorney who represented
unpopular clients. Through the course of
his representation he grew to despise the
news media, although ironically he chose
to take the case only after watching a
news broadcast on it, and his motivation
was to get media attention for himself.
Before meeting his clients Davis and
his wife were already convinced of their
guilt, no doubt because of media coverage, and he accordingly dealt with them
with cold detachment. Prior to the bail
hearing he walked through the "media
gauntlet" at the courthouse, where various
networks had set up base. Here he was able to look into the monitors and saw
fi rsthand how his case was being distorted.

Media Literacy 101
The only source of revenue for broadcast news is from advertising. The
more. they can keep the publ ic's attention, the more they can charge the advertisers. and that makes the conQlomerate who owns the network (General
Electric, Disney, etc.) happy. The purpose of broadcast news is not to give the
public the truth so they can make an informed judgment; the purpose of
broadcast news is to make money. An industry-wide adage is "If it bleeds it
leads, " and if the story is violent and sexy enough, the viewer will sit through
the advertisements, which is the raison d'etre of broadcast news.

Every major trial has a dual existence- one in the courtroom and the other
in the public. When one of the children/accusers was on the stand during the
trial, he appeared to be enjoying the attention, so his imagination took care of
the rest. The child testified that preschool employees had brought him to a
church where they sacrificed animals on the altar; made the children drink the
blood, and performed Satanic rituals. The stress on the prosecutor's face
expressed how he knew the child was lying.
Outside the courtroom, however, journalists were rushing to the phones to
relay the exciti.rig testimony .to their editors. That evening the news broadcasts
were consumed with images of Satanic
icons and "experts" on the subject.
Although everyone in the courtroom
knew that the testimony was not true, the
news media assumed it was.
I recall the night before the "snipers"
were caught, when Chief Moose
revealed the names of the suspects.
Immediately thereafter, the network I
happened to be watching featured an
"expert" who postulated that because the
suspects had lived in Jamaica at one
time, they were acting out the lyrics of a
Jimmy Cliff song. At that point I had to
turn the TV off because I felt myself
growing dumb(er).
My point is not that you should shut
your eyes and ears to the press, because
we have no alternative to learn about
current events. My point is that you
need to learn how to process it. When
most people encounter information on television, they uncritically accept it
because it came from te levision. What most people do not understand is that
news stories are only a vehicle of getting eyeballs to ads, and in a mood to
consume.
To conclude, this is one of the better legal dramas I have seen. I must
warn. however. that like most other leQal dramas. the trial scenes are a farce.
Every objection is a speaking one, no evidence is authenticated (you can suspend disbelief by ass~ming there were stipulations), and cross-examinations
are more like closing arguments. Any fi lm that inspires me to go off on a tangent like I did here is good in my book.

Chipping Away At Our Freedom
by. Nicole Saunders
Staff Writer
Is microchipping humans merely the stuff of
science fiction and conspiracy theorists? Not any
more. Manufacturers of sub-skin implants have
been quietly field-testing devices for many years.
According to Jerry Krasner, vice president of market intelligence for American Technology
International Inc.'s Embedded Forecasters Group,
the technology "goes all the way back to the
1960s ... what's new is the ability to store a lot of
data." One company, Applied
Digital Solutions Inc (ADS),
,,
.
has been a forerunner in the
race to market this new technology.
.
The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) recently
issued a formal public warning
for ADS against marketing the
chip for medical uses without
first consulting the agency.
This is the second time they
have warned ADS against such
activities. It is publicity like this that has kept
ADS in the spotlight and has continued to prompt
questions about this .new technology and its legal
impl.ications.
"Getting Chipped, ". as ADS calls it, is a simple
outpatient procedure that takes j ust minutes and
involves only local anesthetic. The chip itself,

called a VeriChip, is no larger than a grain of rice
and its life expectancy is up to 20 years. The chip
works by radio frequency, meaning that it emits a
signal when an external scanner activates it from
its dormant state. This radio signal transmits a
unique verification number that corresponds to its
wearer, giving instant access to registered information (such as allergies to medications, medical
device implants and pre-existing medical conditions) about that wearer. This information is also
stored and maintained on a separate registry. The
cost of the chip is rather cheap- about $200 for the
chip and insertion and $9.95 a month
to subscribe.to the registry.
.
What is most troubling about this
new frontier of technology is j ust
how far it could go. Inevitably, these
types of chips are likely to be used to
encode not only medically important
information, j:Jut other information as
well. "It is a slippery slope, " warns
Chris Hoofnagle, an attorney for the
Electronic Privacy Information
Center in Washington, D.C., "You
always have to think about what the
device will be used for tomorrow.'' Historically,
"human identification systems are tools that
have . .. been used for social control."
ADS currently sells another system, called
Digital Angel, which includes a clip-on monitor
·(which resembles a pager) and thermal alert watch,
which uses tracking similar to the Global '

istorical/y,
human zdentificatzon systems are
tools that
have ... been used
Or SOCial Control. "

Positioning System (GPS) to pinpoint the wearer
within 7 5 feet. With this service the status of the
wearer can be checked 24 hours a day through
their website or hotline and subscribers can also
can also receive emailed or telephone alert notifications regarding the wearer sent directly to their
cell phone, computer, pager or PDA.
Although a GPS tracking device of this nature
is still too large to fit into the tiny VeriChip, miniaturization may only be a matter of time. ADS has
already indicated that there has been a high.
demand for such a device, particularly in the wake
of last year's terrorist attacks. They also stress a
variety of other uses for such technology, such as
enhancement of present forms of identification,
search and rescue, law enforcement and defense.
Based on these developments, one can easily see
how future developments relating to the use of this
kind of technology are likely to raise very serious
legal questions.
Findlaw Cyber columnist Julie Hilde·n assures
that the government -could never simply require
every citizen to be implanted with this type of
chip. The Supreme Court would surely unanimously hold such a law to be unconstitutional, as a
violation at the very least of the Fourth
Amendment.
However, certain classes of citizens may be
subjected to weakened rights in this area.
Consider that government employees are allowed
to contract away certain rights and can be forced to
give µp their First Amendment rights by contract
SEE CHIPPING, page 6
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Teach For America: An Alternative or A
Stepping ·stone for the Graduate
by: Julie Corbo
Staff Writer
1f you are thinking that the practice of law may
not be for you, but you remain in school so that
your student loans are not in vain, there may be a
.light at the end of the tunnel.
Each year, Teach For: America selects 2000
individuals to become teachers. These individuals
· are recent college, graduate, or law school graduates from all academic backgrounds who commit
to teach for two years in urban and rural public
schools at both the elementary and secondary
school levels. The primary goal is for these individuals to become the future leaders in the ongoing
effort to expand opportunity for children. As a
Teach For America participant, you get paid a full. time teachers salary, plus the normal health benefits afforded to teachers. In addition, to bridge the
gap from the summer to your first paycheck, there
are additional grants and no interest loans·available. During your two years of service, forbearance of your student loans is
offered and an additional $9,450
($4,725 per year) educational
award from Americorps is available that you can use to either
repay your student loans or for
future educational costs.
After a five-week summer
training program, you are ready to
go. You can usually choose your
site ass ignment, anywhere from
Los Angeles to New York City,
Phoeni x, Atlanta, and more. Teach For America
also .places a support network at your disposal to
ensure a smooth trans ition from college life to the
classroom. Throughout the two years, you will

dedicated? Did you feel like they could connect
with you? Imagine how different your life would
be right now if you had a te~cher that was just like
you - your age, with your background .. , This is
precisely what Teach For America aims to provide.
This might just be a bridge to a career in
administrative or educational law, for you can get a
view of the system from the inside-out. Plus,
future employers are incredibly impressed by a
promise to affect long-term change in the lives of
America's youth. In fact, you can have a direct
hand in cultivating the leaders of tomorrow, and
perhaps even become a leader yourself.
Teach For America's former participants
include graduates from Princeton, Harvard, Tufts,
Cornell, University of Pennsylvania, and Harvard.
The average GPA for 2002's members was 3.5, and
nearly 90% of these members held a leadership
position on campus.
Perhaps you've heard a word or two about the
program in the news, or if you watch the Fox television show Boston Public, you might have noticed
that its newest teacher is a
Princeton graduate and a Teach
For America participant.
More likely, you may have
· ·
heard about "Teach For America
Week." Since 1997, Teach For
America has hosted a special
"Teach For America Week" each
year in public schools throughout
tlw nation. This event showcases
American leaders from ·all professions.who come into the classroom and spend an hour to teach the children in
our nation 's lowest income communities. The
leaders come from the fields of athletics, performers, politics, and business, to name a few. Lisa

continue to educate yourself by taking classes in
education and additional seminars hosted by Teach
For America.
This enables you to have a direct impact on the
children growing up today by providing an education from y.Jur perspective. If you have made it
this far, you have substantial experience in the field
of education already. What were your elementary
and secondary school teachers like? Were they

Kudrow, from Friends read to first-graders _in
Compton. Jeffrey Katzenburg of Dreamworks
taught a class on time management. These are
engaging and inspiring lessons that carry their
impact on the children throughout the year and for
years to come. If these people can impact the children through only donating an hour of their lives,
imagine what your two-year commitment can bring
to the communities that need you the most.
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program you are
ready to go.

Past participants claim to have had their lives
changes by the program. They have experienced
personal gains like effective time-management, a
life grounded in reality, and the feeling that they
can accomplish just about anything. Instead of
moving straight on to the legal field, or anywhere
else, this program provides an alternative. The job
market out there is nothing .t o smile about. Why
not make yourself a hot commodity along the way?
Teach For America can open doors.
Corporations like Morgan Stanley and Goldman
Sachs consider program participants·strong candidates for employment. You can even defer your
admission to many colleges by tWo years to participate iri the program, although these policies vary,
so you ~ave to check with your individual school.
The vision of Teach For America is simple .
They hope that one day all children in.our nation
will have the opportunity to attain an excellent
education. Their belief is that by providing lifelong leaders, hopefully a change can occur and
socio-economic obstacles can be softened. Teach
For America can tell you the facts : nine year olds
in low-income areas are three to four levels below
nine year olds in high-income are.as in reading
ability, and children growing up in low-income
communities are seven times less likely to graduate
from college than children in high-income areas. It
is a known fact that without a good education you
are less likely to have as many opportunities in
life. Teach For America provides direct help to put
kids on a more level playing field .
Kyle Wade, Harvard graduate 1995 and Teach
For America graduate 1998 sum.s up the Teach For
America mission:
"Movements take hold when entire generations
of people step forward to pursue a shared vision
for change. Our generation must build such a
movement_ We must refuse to live with inequity.
We must give all kids the chance to excel. We
must lead the way." .
To learn more about Teach For America go to
www.teachforamerica.org, or call I (800) 8321230.

>CHIPPING.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
as a condition of working for the government. Hilden states that she "would However, is keeping children safe worth diluting their freedom? Would
children really be " chipped" voluntarily? Minors would have little say over
not be confident, especially in the current climate, that the Court would
strike down a.law broadly mandating 'chip contracts' for high-security gov- whether they want a tracking chip. Overprotective parents could make their
children virtual prisoners.
ernment employees."
Despite their obvious potential for abuse, information and GPS chips
Ex-felons may also fall into this special category due to the fact that
could actually end up being an asset, as long as the implantation is truly
they have been stripped of some of their rights as citizens already, lik_e the
right to vote or the right to freely move about in the public sphere, by virtue voluntary. ADS Vice-President Keith Bolton insists that VeriChips are currently marketed and sold for use only in voluntary situations. Critics wonof prior conduct. Considering that Digital Angel, mentioned above, is
der how the company can control the use of its product once sold.
already being used in Los Angeles in a pilot program for parolees, can GPS
Moreover, what about their use in countries that don't have such stringent
system chips be far behind? Proponents claim that information chips for
rights for its citizens? ADS has already begun to show a trend towards
ex-felons could act like a personalized Megan's Law, informing those who
expanding its market, recently negotiating agreements with private compacome into contact with~ felon of his past and GPS chips would reduce
nies in Italy, Mexico, Latin America' and China.
flight risks.
A close examination not only of chips' harms, but also of their virtues,
Prisoner's rights advocates are likely to be ambivalent regarding the use
shows that we should (at least for now) keep an open mind as to their
of GPS chipping- on the one hand the chips may ultimately be an alternapotential benefits. Before we get carried away, how.e ver, we must here and
tive to incarceration, house arrest, or ankle bracelets and they do promise
·
now debate the issues related to its deployment. The VeriChip is currently
somewhat more liberty for prisoners by holding out the hope of earlier and
not
regulated by the FDA. Private c;itizens and companies in the United
more frequent release . . On the other hand, the price for all this is their
and abroad are rushing to voluntarily chip themselves, without any
,States
right to privacy.
real
regulation
yet as to its appropriate and legal uses. At this point, we
What about missing children? Time is crucial when a child is missing
don't
even
know
how secure the technology is. Worse yet, technologies
or abducted, and even if the child were not located in time, the chip would
like
this
can
lead
to a false sense of security in an already unstable political
aid in finding the body, which is crucial in allowing the parents to find cloand social climate. We should not let our desire for safety and security supsure or prosecute the wrongdoer. The same argument has been applied to
emergency situations, such as the tragedy of 9/11. Families would not have plant our basic human rights.
to wait for days or months or years to find out the fate of there loved on~s .
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Do You Have' a Future in
Criminal Law?

,

Foreign Intrigue: A Case Study of U.S.
Foreign Policy from Reagan to Bush Jr..

by Jonathan Meislin
Staff Writer
Most first year law students cringe when they hear the words "criminal
law." By the end of their first semester of law school they are ready to put
all of the information they were forced -to regurgitate and apply behind
them.· Michael Smith, the Assistant Chief of Polic~, Michael Ruiz and
Richard Castellanos, Public Defenders, spoke on November 6th about why
we should all dig up our old outlines and prepare for the wonderful world
of criminal prosecution and defense.
"Once I got into public defense, I started enjoying my job," claimed
Castellanos, who originally started in civil law. Like Castellanos, Ruiz also
started working for a private firm, but felt that he was nothing more than a
"high priced paralegal." After spending years doing nothing but research,
both decided to switch over to criminal law. The lawyers found themselves
in the court room on the first day of their new careers. Instead of research,
these lawyers are now interviewing clients, arguing cases and making a difference while fighting for the common citizen.
According td Smith, who has just been elected to .the San Diego
Superior court, many lawyers try to switch over after struggling with the
bottom rung of civil litigation, where few succeeq. The hours are long and
the pay may be mediocre, but that is the pric.e many lawyers are willing to
pay to love their j obs. There is a sense of accomplis~ent among these
lawyers that will not be found anywhere else.
How can you become involved? There are a couple of programs
offered by the public defender's office, the first of yvhich is a public defender boot camp. This includes a week-where students will be picking juries,
sitting at defense tables, interviewing clients, and touring the border and ·
the jail. Sound fun? This program is intended to give students insight into
the world of criminal law: Don't worry, there is no risk of missing class or
that wonderful USD sR:i trip, because this event is during the last week of
winter break.
The public defender's office also offer internships for !st years, paid
clerkships for 2nd and 3rd years, and positions for those who are graduating. Each program is intense and offers practical legal e~perience.
. Internships are for the summer, and the clerkships are both during the summer and during the school year. The duties include arraignments, client
interviews, research and trials. Remember, there is no honeymoon period
in public defense, so expect to be in the courtroom within the first few
days.
To _contact the public defenders office, Castellanos can be reached by
mail at:
·
San Diego County Department of the Public Defender
c/o Richard Castellanos, Recruitment and Volunteer Supervisor
233 A Street, Suite 500
San Diego, CA 92101
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
the minds of the jury constitutes
"employing means inconsistent with
the mith." Such tactics can also be
characterized as artifice, used to
mislead the judge or jury.
Granted, this logic seems to sug-gest that an attorney can' t represent
a client whom he or she knows is
guilty. But there is no such prohibition; quite the contrary. In his dissenting opinion in United States v.
Wade, Justice Byron White said that
"defense counsel has no ... obligation to ascertain or present the
truth... [We] insist that he defend his
client whether he is innocent or
guilty."
Feldman and Boyce were therefore within their rights in defending
Westerfield, despite their knowledge
of his guilt-even more, they were
upholding the man 's right to effective legal counsel under the Sixth
Amendment. However, it is an
erroneous leap of logic to conclude
that they could therefore use whatever means necessary to raise "the
specter of reasonable doubt." Rule ·
5-200 is clear in its aforementioned
prohibitions. Even Ladegaard, in
claiming that O'Reilly would want a
vigorous defense if he were charged
with a crime, maintained that a
defense attorney should do everything he or she could do "within the
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law." And Justice White further
said in Wade, "I share the Court's
view that the crimirial trial, at the
very least, should aim at truthful
factfinding .... " (Emphasis added.)
Finally, it is important to look
beyond the law. The State Bar only
governs attorneys' ethics to the
extent that it requires they abide by
the Bar's rules in their practice of
law. Any unethical attorney can ·
operate at the outer limits of the
Bar's rules, hopping in and out of
loopholes to avoid discipline. If the
Bar even looks into Feldman's and
Boyce's conduct (unlikely), the two ,
men will probably escape aiscipline.
But we are all members of the
community first, attorneys (or future
attorneys) second. We should be
outraged that Feldman arid Boyce
sought an acquittal for a mari they
knew was guilty of brutalizing and
murdering a little girl. We should ·
be angry that they dragged
Danielle's bereaved parents through
the mud in order to create (un)reasonable doubt. We should question
the professional conduct of these
two attorneys.
And we should remember that,
had Feldman and Boyce been successful, a ctlild killer would be
freely walking our neighborhoods.

by Juliana Lee
Staff Writer
On October 23, the Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice hosted a research
colloquium titled "U.S. Foreign Policy from Ronald Reagan to George W.
Bush: A Case Study of Afghanistan and Ethiopia." Dr. Pat Drinan, current
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences at USD and an active researcher in the
field 9f international relations theory, as well a specialist in United States and
former Soviet Union relations, was the gue.st speaker. The lecture addressed
· mainly the United States emergence as a hegemonic power and its role as both
a military intervener and regulator Of global stability.
Dr. Drinan began the lecture by describing his research on the balance of
power in the U.S.-former Soviet relationship from the 1970s to the 1990s,
specifically Russian/USSR politics and international relations theory. It was
during Drinan's research of the U.S.-former Soviet Union relationship that he
began examining the balance of power in realistic and neoreaiist perspectives.
More specifically, Drinan began examining the emergence of the United States
as a hegemon and whether it effectively maintains that status in today's realm
of foreign policy.
In order to obtain.a better understanding of the United States emergence as
this "hegemon", Drinan focused the beginning of his lecture on the former
Soviet Union and its international relationship with both Ethiopia and
Afghanistan. He specifically noted that in the early 80s, the former Soviet
Union piayed a large ·part in foreign intervention in two areas, Afghanistan and
Ethiopia.
In Afghanistan, the former Soviet Union provided direct military intervention in support of a coup in favor of communism. The Soviet Union seized
control of Ethiopia in support of Smpalia (who opposed Ethiopia), at a time
when Ethiopia had already begun to establish frie ndly relations with the U.S.
Because of the alliance.resulting from Soviet support of a commun istic
Somalian government, America's friendly relations with Ethiopia were effectively "thrown out." Some time later, the Soviet Union then de-aligned with
Somalia and aligned with the central government of Ethiopia, the bigger nationstate. This inevitably led to the resurrection of civil wars throughout the country (wh ich became_a "regional pocket of disorder"). These civil wars caused
the massive famines in Ethiopia that resulted in U.S. humanitarian support.
The U.S., as a resu ~t of this famine aid, then established its right to inter-

'<..

vene in commun istic states. What was unique to the situation in Ethiopia from
prior _U.S. military aid efforts and interventions was that the U.S. had assistance
from the Ethiopian rebels. That is why the U.S. supports Afghan rebe ls and
anti-Sandinistas in Nicaragua.
Drinan then proceeded with a case study history ·of foreign .policy from the
Reagan administration to that of our current President, George W. Bush.
The Reagan administration signals the "turning point" in U.S. foreign policy
for two reasons - the eventual collapse of the Soviet Union and Gorbachev.
The Reagan administration marked a brand new situation for the U.S. in the
realm of global affairs. Reagan's successes against communist nations altered
the role of the U.S. in foreign policy. There was no longer a bipolar world split
between U.S. and Soviet policies, but a unipolar one, where one hegemonic
state (the U.S.) had emerged. Following Reagan, each successor to the presidency scored "triumphs" in the fiel<J of foreign policy. Bush Sr., had Saddam
Hussein and Noriega. Clinton gained small victories in the-Middle East,
Northern Ireland, and the Balkans. Bush Jr., despite his mability to name few
heads of state correctly, has done little besides ·foreign policy work following
the events of 9111.
Having established the emergence and presence of U.S. foreign policy, the
lecture turned to the inevitable question of whether the United States should
intervene in Iraq. Before answering this question, Drinan emphasized that
"we", the United States, need to learn from our past mistakes (for example,
Vietnam). Before making any foreign pc;>licy decisions, or even addressing the
issue of military intervention, the United States should question whether intervention is absolutely necessary, at what cost it will occur, and whether it is an
effective exercise of U.S. hegemonic power. Does its role as a hegemon mean
· that its job is to maintain stability in the world?
Drinan discussed three foreign policy apprQaches to address the question of
intervention: (1) a period of stasis (or inactivity), where interventionism is at a
equilibrium (e.g., the Clinton administration or Bush, Jr. pre-9111.); (2) disihtegration, in which the situation worsens, but the U.S. has less leverage in intervention and plays largely a humanitarian role; and (3) direct intervention,
where the U.S. can rely on its own powers or rely on the assistance of other
world-powers. Do these approaches work? Do current events demonstrate that
U.S. foreign policy has been effective in sustaining power in these regional
pockets of disorder?
In concluding his lecture, Drinan discussed lessons to be learned and the
future of U.S. foreign policy. Primarily, he emphasized that the U.S. ne~ds to
re-address its role as a hegemonic power and re-evaluate how to use its power
to achieve stability or advance to a period of stasis. Drinan also introduced a
question that is vital to the development of future U.S. foreign policy ~ "How
do you deal with a regional pocket of disorder after a (military) intervention?
Is the United States headed for a new era of interventionism? And most importantly, how can the United States learn from its past foreign policy history?"
~-
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
gravely reduced, Luban concluded that the civil claims of
many indigents will not be heard in court, a result that may
have been an ulterior motive of those who took exception to
program.
Following the lecture, those in attendance were allowed to
ask questions . One gentleman took issue with Luban's
reliance on "hear the other side" as the best means for reaching procedural and substantive fairness, given the professor's
belief in a world steeped in constant and irremediable conflict. If we ought to hear the other side to every issue before
choosing, why should we not hear the other side to the
maxim audi alteram partem? Luban answered that hearing
the other side is a fundamental part of how persons reason
and make choices, whether those choices be in the legal
world or without it. The maxim represents a given of the
human mind, rather than the mind's choosing among several
alternative modes of thinking.
Another questioner took issue with Luban 's assumption
that silencing doctrines are illegitimate because they frustrate
the adversarial system. Why should not society be able to
create incentives (here through reducing the availability of
legal counsel to indigents) that affect whether or not persons
choose to resolve their disputes in the courtroom? Luban
acknowledged the assumption but defended it as necessarily
supporting his belief in equal justice under law. His questioner responded that "hear the other side" and "equal justice
under law" are not by definition connected. At that point,
Professor Alexander, the host for the evening, dutifully interjected that a sumptuous buffet awaited the attendees in the
adjoining room, a suggestion well received by the audience.
Coming next spring, the Institute will host a Roundtable
on Moral Luck, a Conference on Theories of Compensation,
and a Public Debate on the question "Good without God?"
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The Activities of the EPA
Border Office
by Tom Ladegaard
Editor-in-Chief
On November 4th the Environmental Law Society featured James Fletcher,
Tribal Coordinator from th~ San Diego Border Office of the EPA. Theo's of Ocean
Beach ensured that nobody left the event hungry.
Fletcher outlined U.S.-Mexico border policies regarding water quality, discussed
how his office functions, and gave advice on how to gain experience in environmental law.
He explained that NAFTA has adverse environmental effects on both sides of the
border, a region that consists of six Mexican states, 20 Indian tribes, and four U.S.
states.
The EPA's mission in this context is to ensure that border stakeholders are
informed about bi-nationl!-1 environmental decisions and projects that affec~ their
community or geographic region. ·
Fletcher discussed some environmental issues his office is currently handling.
One concern is that Mexicali is currently constructing four gas power plants.
Althougr some of the power will be shared with California, Mexi.can clean air regulations are not as strict as U.S. standards. As a compromise two of the plants will
have to comply with U.S. standards.
Another concern is that the Mexican government is extremely centralized, and
most of it is located in Mexico City. All tax income from the border towns goes
through Mexico City, and because the border area water infrastructure is poor, if
there were a hazardous materials problem the effects could be catastrophic.
Fletcher concluded that Mexico has good laws, but poor enforcement.
A problem with the San Diego water infrastructure is that 99% of our water
comes from the Colorado River, and the demand is much greater than the supply.
According to Fletcher, it would be a "nightmare" if anything should happen to the
Colorado River.
Another local problem is that the San Diego City Council has determined that
secondary wastewater treatment is too costly. San Diego is in the extreme minority
of American cities that do not have secondary treatment. This raises concerns about
the content of wastewater that is discharged off Point Loma.
The San Diego Border Office is interested in hiring legal interns, and Fletcher
can be reached at fletcher.james@epa.gov.

San Diego's abused and neglected children need you. There are 7.400 children infoster care waiting for help. Volunteer! Become a child advocate today. Serve as a Court
Appointed Special, Advocate (CASA). You'll be glad you did. All training provided.
lo--

Volunteers lend support to the children, research a .case, gather information, and make
recommendations to the court. Educational Surrogates Jlre also needed. Information
sessions: December 5, January 7. Cali Voice~ for Children at (858) 569-2019 or visit
www.voices4children.com for more information

> STEWART
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
speech and participate in a formal visiting mentor program for students considering a career in criminal defense. When Kathleen Sullivan, dean, learned that
Stewart had made public statements that she supports the use of violence to achieve social change, she withdrew·the offer. Stewart did not learn about this until
after she had flown across the country and was at he~ hotel in Palo Alto. The students responded by having her cond1:1ct an informal mentoring program, and the
school allowed her on campus.
Stewart joked that she did not try to convert the students to radical Islam, nor did she advocate violent overthrow of the government; she counseled students
on whether they should become defense attorneys.
Last issue I wrote an article titled "Inspiration and Mashed Pot.atoes," where I described an awards ceremony put on by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers
Program. The keynote speaker and award recipient delivered a compelling speech on civil liberties in the post-9/11 era. In a nutshell, she argued that because the
war on terrorism will be of infinite duration, like the war on drugs, any abrogation of our constitutional rights for the sake of the war on terror·will also be of infinite duration. I found it to be a compelling speech.
That speaker's name was Kathleen Sullivan.
I brought this to Stewart's attention .at the lecture at CWSL, and she grinned while basking in the irony. Sure, Stanford is a private school, and the constitution
only governs governments, not private entities. Although Sullivan did not violate Stewart's right to free speech, the hypocrisy remains- Sullivan, an advocate of
constitutional rights, censored a viewpoint because it is unpopular. Stewart believes that Sullivan merely buckled because she was under pressure from those
more powerful than herself, and that she acted with her career in mind.
In conclusion, the fact that the government is listening in on confidential communications between art attorney and client should be a matter of concern to the
defense bar thro'ughout this country. While I do not defend Stewart's actions, I share her belief that her conviction would set a dangerous precedent- if the government can do this ~o someone who represents a terrorist, it is only a matter of time before it can do this to someone who represents any other criminal. The
word "terrorist" can be easily manipulated, yet in Stewart's own words, there is a difference between representing an accused criminal and joining the conspiracy.
If you are intereste~ in learning more about Stewart's case, and would like to read the indictment, go to www.lynnestewart.org.

